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opinions ifthey do not take care. The Gallup Poll questionnaire
on abortion criticised by Professor Richard Beard and Mr
D B Paintin (p 448) is one example, for quite clearly these
two obstetricians believed that the range of answers provided
could not express their views.

Another insidious trend is the use of "pseudopatients."
On several occasions journalists working on projects dealing
with mental illness, abortion, and similar topics have presented
themselves to doctors as patients, telling a completely false
story. Doctors do not expect their patients to lie (except
perhaps on specific aspects of their histories) and generally are
not alert to the possibility. The defence societies have had
complaints from doctors who claim to have been misreported,
misrepresented, and unfairly criticised in articles based on
such interviews.
What conclusions may be drawn? Firstly, most occasions

when doctors are contacted by the press should not be a cause
for alarm. Nevertheless, it is always reasonable to ask for time
to think about the answer and to confer with colleagues: no
reporter minds being asked to call back in 20 minutes.
Secondly, there is no obligation on anyone to talk to the press,
or fill in questionnaires, or comment on an interview with a
reporter who had posed as a patient. If the form of the
questioning or its subject matter makes an individual doctor
uneasy, his best course is to say nothing; firmly, politely, but
nothing.

Stress, coronary disease,
and platelet behaviour
"Stress" is widely believed to cause ischaemic heart disease.
Even so, we still have no clear definition of stress,' nor can
any of the evidence put forward to support the stress concept
be accepted uncritically.2
Two quite different human attributes are labelled as stress.

Firstly,3 there is the "individual's response to nervous tension
and to the emotions aroused by occupational and domestic
anxieties," an interaction between the individual and external
events. Secondly, the term is used to describe certain person-
ality types who are especially prone to coronary disease because
of the innate conflicts they generate within themselves. Both
Osler4 and Russek5 suggested that severe emotional strain
could contribute to coronary disease. Nevertheless, before we
extrapolate this idea to the belief that the excess coronary
mortality in developed countries is due to the "stress" of life
there we need to remember Arnott's comment6 that "the life
of a physician in Birmingham is surely much less stressful than
that of a peasant in the Yangtse valley with the ever-present
menace of flood, famine, pestilence and war." People may,
however, be fatalistic about events over which they have little
control, so that internal conflicts could be more stressful than
external disasters.
The concept of a coronary-prone personality, racked by

such internal conflicts, was first outlined by Dunbar7 and has
been progressively refined by Friedman and Rosenman.8 They
linked striving, or so-called Type A, behaviour, with an
enhanced risk of coronary disease, but it has proved difficult
to obtain reproducible confirmation of this view.9 Moreover,
studying occupational "stress," Pell and D'Alonzo10 found
that the attack rate from coronary disease was low in upper
executives, while Hinkle" showed that an individual's position
or his mobility within a large organisation did not relate to his

risk of a coronary, whereas educational status on entry to
employment did: "no-college men" had an enhanced risk
irrespective of their subsequent role within the firm.

If "stress" had been shown to be an aetiological factor in
coronary disease there would have been no shortage of possible
pathogenetic mechanisms. Thus serum lipid concentrations,
blood pressure, and platelet activity are all modified by cate-
cholamines. Mitchell and Sharp12 showed that adrenaline and
noradrenaline were potent platelet-aggregating agents, while
Ardlie et al'3 have shown that they make platelets more
responsive to other agents such as ADP and thrombin. Could
measurements of platelet behaviour therefore be a guide to the
degree of stress prevailing at the time of a blood sample?
Unhappily, there is no evidence that tests of platelet behaviour
in vitro accurately reflect true platelet functions or platelet
behaviour in vivo.14
Two technical problems also need to be remembered.

Firstly, if the catecholamines released by stress produce
intravascular aggregation in man as well as in animals'5 then
the circulating platelets available for testing will be those that
have proved less responsive to catecholamines and so might
then show diminished adrenaline-induced aggregation in vitro.
Secondly, platelet-rich plasma obtained from people who are
stressed both physically and mentally changes its aggregating
activity on storage.'6 These two uncontrollable variables may
account for the diverse results obtained when tests of platelet
behaviour has been applied to stressed individuals. Not only
has physical exercise been shown to decrease aggregation"7 but
also to increase it.18 Where increased platelet activity has been
observed, however, it has been reduced by P-blockade.'9
Stressful diagnostic procedures in man may enhance ADP-
induced aggregation,20 whereas in animals painful injuries may
depress it,2' and a similar depression ofADP and catecholamine
aggregation has been described in a group of interns im-
mediately after they had presented cases on stressful grand
rounds.22

Until we are sure what we are measuring with our laboratory
tests of platelet behaviour we should be cautious in accepting
any results as indicators of stress. Otherwise, to paraphrase
Wilde's strictures about fox-hunting, we may find ourselves
using the inexplicable to pursue the indefinable.
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